HISTORICAL MAPS: GLO-1857-Page-22+23

- A-663 Bk 1 Pa 91 A-662
- Bk 4 Pa 81 F-22-15 1951
- B-91B2 Bk 1 Pa 91 1967
- A-91B2 Bk 1 Pa 91 1967

CONDITION: EXTRA GOOD

FOUND:
- Bottle at ± 10" Deep for Corner
- Spruce 80° S24°29'E 303°60' GLO Pa 23 1857
- Light Pole N64°30'E 48°60' P'16' Pa 63 1915
- Light Pole N3°30'E 79°60' P'10' Pa 63 1915
- Iron Pipe 48°60' 21.5 ACRE
- Guy Pole N52°30'E 58°60' 8'4 Pa 81 1950
- 2" I.P. (PAINTED CORNER) N60°E 32°50' Bk 4 Pa 81 1950
- 2" I.P. (ACROSS ROAD) N60°E 92°4 Bk 4 Pa 81 1950

COMMENTS:
- 2" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap in Concrete and Tile @ ± 10" Deep
- "Hat Section" S. South 130°30'
- NEW ACCESSORY:
  - Guy Pole # Bk 4 Pa 81 1950
  - Guy Pole is 12202. Pole is the same pole!
- Corner located in John Kinning's field.
- Corner is in N53W 6.75 feet of THREE WAY INTERSECTION.
- Field note in bottle - note was so old it had almost turned to dust

IN THE PRESENCE OF:
- Geo W. Irrey
- Gale Arthur

DATE: 5-3-72

NOTE: *= County corner tag affixed.

PHOTO: #